Being Suspicious of the Sense of Ease and Undeterred by the Sense of Difficulty: Looking Back at Schmidt and Bjork (1992).
Richard Schmidt and I titled our article "New Conceptualizations of Practice: Common Principles in Three Paradigms Suggest New Concepts for Training" to reflect our view that prevailing ideas about how to optimize teaching, learning, and practicing were, in our words, "at best incomplete, and at worst incorrect." We argued that teachers and trainers were susceptible to being misled by two commonsense assumptions-namely, that procedures that enhance performance during training are the procedures of choice and that the context of training needs to match in detail the posttraining context that is the target of training. A variety of then-recent experimental findings challenged both assumptions and demonstrated, in particular, that procedures posing certain difficulties and appearing to slow the rate of learning often enhanced long-term retention and transfer of to-be-learned skills and knowledge. Given the parallel nature of such findings for both motor and verbal learning, we concluded that principles of considerable generality could be deduced to upgrade teaching and training.